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Unconstrained by the limits of a theatre,  Dictionary of Atmospheres sprawled along the dry 
riverbed in the centre of Alice Springs. The Todd River—Mparntwe in Arrernte—forms a 
spectacular natural stage, its sandy expanses fringed with shady gums. The river is a 
significant spiritual and geographical icon for the town, a space for Indigenous gatherings and 
the site of often aggressive move-on tactics of local police. It is into this disputed territory that 
Dictionary of Atmospheres quite literally steps. 

Emerging from the distance into the rich gold light of late afternoon, 3 strange forms 
shrouded in plastic drift towards the gathering audience. A monologue is delivered by a man 
up a nearby tree while a fifth figure tears maniacally through the crowd. Following this 
dynamic opening, the performers settle into a series of collective movements. Their 
movements dig deep into the sand, responding to the drones and staccatos of live saxophone 
and recorded soundscape. These are haunting sounds in a powerful space, directing the 
variously edgy and frenetic, jostling and static improvisations that shape the next hour and 
form the basis of the show. 

Dictionary of Atmospheres is a multimedia production presented by Sydney’s dance-
performance group De Quincey Co and based in the Body Weather performance 
methodology, a contemporary practice “aspiring to generate a reflective performance 
environment.” For director Tess De Quincey the show is a culmination of 3 years of art-labs 
(the Triple Alice project) in the central desert “focusing on the nature of the land.” 

Reading unfamiliar movement can be difficult for an audience searching for recognisable 
forms. However, each night a committed group of locals prepared to engage with and 
experience their environment as translated by the performance. The final stage of the show 
was by far the most engaging—a fascinating multimedia spectacle. Huge oil-drums housing 
TVs, intense lighting beneath grand trees and 3 huge video screens gave more stage to the 
performers in the deepening darkness. A lasting image from Dictionary of Atmospheres is of 
silhouetted figures moving through illuminated dust surrounded by digital distractions. 

The hunt for logic in the performance is encouraged by its title, which implies a catalogue of 
desert themes and moods. Dictionary of Atmospheres was not forthcoming (though it is an 
evocative phrase); rather what dominated the piece was the experience of the desert dusk and 
the ancient presence of the riverbed. 
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